










THE LUO PAN
REVEALED

the Construction and Use of the 
Chinese Feng Shui Compass

GILL HALE

Getting your head around the movement 
of the stars and planets is a complicated business
at the best of times. Studying in Chinese, using

Chinese teaching methods – listen but don’t question –
made life even more difficult. 

When that tuition ended, using her librarian’s research
skills, her own teaching methods and the curiosity and
tenacity inherited from her engineer father to ‘get to the
bottom of things’, author Gill Hale set about translating
the Luo Pan so that those who followed could spend less
time fretting over it and more time using it. 

Often teased for her early love of colouring in 
tables and diagrams, Gill found it enabled intricate
patterns to leap off the page, in the same way that 
an environment can be read from the prevalence of certain
weeds, which indicates the health of the soil and suggests
which plants will grow there.  

An intuitive ‘feel’ for buildings and environments helps, but knowing what the rings represent is
only the tip of the iceberg. Analysing buildings and environments using a professional Luo Pan
takes many years to understand. Some of the techniques are hinted at in this book, others are for
readers to discover for themselves – when they are ready.

Gil Hale M.Ed.

Gill started her working life
as an education librarian in
London. Being in the right

place at the right time when Feng
Shui came West has enabled Gill
to run a successful consultancy and
write three books, The Feng Shui
Garden; Zen and the Art of
Gardening and The Practical
Encyclopedia of Feng Shui. 

The Luo Pan Revealed has taken
10 years to complete, encompass-
ing the mysteries of family life and
four computers. It could have
taken another ten and been twice
as thick, but there has to be an
ending, which opens up the
possibility of a new beginning. 
It will be interesting to see what
transpires.

Quicksilver Publications

978-1-9160627-1-9 

Front cover illustration: 
Luo Pan designed by 

Tony Holdsworth, 
Imperial Feng Shui Company Ltd.

When she was four,  Gill
Hale’s  grandmother
told her there were 13

moons but only 12 suns; at school
in Westminster, she spent many
hours in the Abbey marvelling at
the architecture and acoustics;
when she was 16 an astronomer
pointed out the Plough and the
North Star in a sky ablaze with
stars off Africa and said you could
measure time by them; when she
was 21, a neighbour gave her
cabbage plants and said only to
plant them ‘next Thursday’,
instilling a lifelong love of
growing food using the phases 
of the moon and traditional
techniques. 

These ongoing revelations, and
others including a weirdly
positioned escalator in a bank
building in Hong Kong, and a 
four-line advertisement in a
London evening newspaper about
a meeting for those interested in
Feng Shui, led the author on a 
thirty-year journey of discovery
into Feng Shui, the Chinese
mystery tradition and those of
other cultures. 
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SHEPPERTON STUDIOS

A Personal View

DEREK THREADGALL

PUBLISHED BY DEREK THREADGALL

www.yps-publishing.co.uk

£7.99

ISBN 978-1-9996984-0-9
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Sprinkle’s Mysterious Collar
A Flatty Adventure

Environmental issues addressed with humour.
A celebraon of the role of rivers in the water cycle,
and their historical importance.
Set in a 1950’s Thames riverbank post-war ethos
of living simply and in harmony with the river.
Target audience: 6+

57 full colour illustraons
30 double page spreads

www.inter-galacc-composng.com

“Wind in the Willows meets The Famous Three meets Terry the Tug
meets James Bond with a hint of magic in this imaginave tale of
villainy and courage. Water ripples off every page and you would
think that Tower Bridge could talk as our young heroes chance upon
the Queen and the head of MI5 in their quest to protect the naons
of the world from the bully of the bankside. Characters and
landmarks spring to life from the evocave illustraons. A gripping
voyage for readers of all ages from 6/7 to 100.“

Title: Sprinkle’s Mysterious Collar
Author: Nicholas Webb
Publisher: Inter-Galacc Composng
ISBN: 9781907344060
Format: hardback
RRP: 14.99
Pages: 106
Distributor: York Publishing Services Ltd
Areas of Interest: boats, floods, climate

Animated rowing boat Flay’s river
adventures with Lucy and her puppy
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Illustrated by Stuart Trotter
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Strikes Oil Strikes Oil
VAP strikes Oil

This is a dramatic story. It talks about the despair of drugs.
VAP has reached rock bottom!

After his latest disasters in Aspen no one wants to speak 
to him. The tension is mounting. Mi.Psy and his grandfather 
hear two Americans talking about buying their land because 
they want to drill for oil. They act quickly and prevent VAP 

from selling it. VAP asks his boss VAP asks George, who 
bought his invention, for help and he sends a team of 

engineers to search for oil. V, George, for help and he sends 
a team of engineers to search for oil. Chip announces that 

they are returning to Florence, maybe forever.
George comes over for a holiday bringing four of his 

children. Neri understands that something is wrong and 
starts to sit in front of Marty. 

Marty tries to assault Poppy but she is saved by two 
detectives. He is put in prison but released when 

his father pays bail.
Marty realizes his errors, goes into rehab and 

makes good progress. He invites all of them to his 

Disaster strikes. 
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